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If this reaches you before you leave I'd like you to think of taking an adesd and 
perhaps risky but without reflection what I think may be an important new turn in FOIL 
matters and the JR records. 

It is slowly taking form in xy mind. Perhaps new data will help if it becomes 
available in time for the appeal. It will, if by discovery, be available on remand, if 
we prevail at the appeals level and if the government does not do what I believe is not 
impossible, moot by giving us the transcripts. 

It is to make a frontal assault on the claim of "deliberative process" of the 
Commission. These withholdings are part of the manipulative poocesses of the executive 
agencies. Olney is a particularly good bridge at which to make this stand. The available 
records are enough to make it more than a mere rear-guard action. This is why I'm also 
attaching a copy of the more recent Koch memo. 

I Iliak that some of the records I used in the chapter Raaes Not Camelot might well 
be worelne an what will in one way or another be an attack on 4eitzenbache 

K is a bastard, en evil person on all Aouate and bud all aspects of this. He was 
the top Justice man on it, not RIK, who was out of it all. K was then Deputy but he was 
Also No. 1 bec,.,use Bobby detached himself. May I add that from the first I've said and 
still believe his detachment was proper. yx Be was peril pris.Hge wets the hreekhee of the 
victim and himself a victim. 

If we have time to talk about this let us consider that I file a new FOIL request 
of DJ on all records dealing with the establishing and ope ation and staffing of the WC. 
I'd be specific on the office of the DLO and AG. With AG I believe it would be important 
for the absence of records to be established. I'd names but not limit to Oriminal,FBI, 
Office of legal Counsel. We cantt now exercise discovery in 1448 but I think the mare 
filing of the re‘elest would illustrate that Wigmore's sank engine should not have been 
grounded out before it had a chance to warm up and run. 

What ire now know about is some of the FBI's records. We have none of those of DJ. 
We know from those of FBI that there should be some of Al's, in DAG and Criminal for sure. 

I have a hunch that Willens was sent to the Commission to do what Katsenbach 
wanted, be an inside source for the DJ. he also was then in Criminal, which is where 
K wanted their inside man to come from. 

If there was a staff structure Winans was ha. 3 as staff director and DJ liaison. 
Only Redlich could have been superior to him under Rankin. 

The DJ records cannot qualify as part of the "deliberative process" of the supposedly 
independent '..omnission. 

In haste, 


